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Abstract

We have examined the effect of incomplete line tying on the MHD flute mode with

FLt% (finite Larmor radius) effects. We show that the combination of line tying and

FLI_ effects can slow down MItD instability, but cannot produce complete stabilization.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer°
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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lt is well known that finite Larmor radius (FLR) consideration can strongly modify the

predictions of MHD theory. 1' 2 However, even when FLR effects dominate the response of a

plasma confined system,the finite Larmor radius effects by themselves cannot stabilize the

nz = 1 displacement mode. At relatively high beta, stabilization can be achieved by taking

into account the image current from conducting walls a' 4, s without direct contact with the

walls. Even in this case a slow instability persists due to the finite resistive decay time of the

conducting wall. 6 Alternatively, the plasma can be in direct contact with a radial external

wall.r, s Tile plasma is then ullal)le to move at the edge. Thus, as the overall displacement

cannot be rigid, some direct FLR effects will persist even for the rn = 1 mode, which makes

stabilization in principle possible.

In this work we analyze the effect of an edge limiter on FLR stabilization. It will be

assumed that the hot species of the plasma is confined in a mirror machine, with the axial

turning points inside the limiters (Fig. 1), so that the confinement of the hot particles is

not directly affected by the limiter. In addition the hot particles are immersed in a bath of

background plasma. This background plasma is being scraped-off by the axial limiters. We

will describe the axial loss according to the theory of the Kunkel-GuiUory sheath, 1° which

causes a surface current in response to plasma perturbations. If this surface current is large

enough, the field lines intersecting the limiter will be shorted, and the plasma will be unable

to move at the edge as the E x B drift is zero there. Then the overall plasma response is the

same as described in Refs. 7 and 8. However, irl general the shorting is not complete, and

some plasma motion at the edge can occur. We will see that incomplete end shorting causes

the persistence of instability, though at a level considerably reduced from the case where no

limiters are present.

We consider the plasma to consist of a core component (we use the subscript "c" to

refer to this component) and a hot particle component (we use the subscript "h" for this



colnponcnt). Typically the hot particle density, nh, is mach less than the core electron

density, n_. We assume 1 << (03h/Or)/_, 1 << (03c/0r)/n, with /3j the beta value of the

component j and _ is the field line curvature.

To describe the response of FLR and other terms we start from a variational form fre-

quently referred to as the Lagrangian. 1°-12's For a symmetric machine satisfying the paraxial

approximation, the Lagrangian form in terms of the perturbed eigenfunction ¢(_, s) exp(-iwt+

imO), takes the form

£-2rc dth ds cr m 2 0¢ 2 B2
B 4_ ,._ N + 4--T N _ B o_

grn2¢ 2 D

,-.B O,, (P_+ _t)

j oy B +TTYB:j

-_j '_;"_;AJ["'B_( °d_,-B¢)_+ (m_- 1)(¢)_] }

+ _:,o._+ o(_,_//3) • (1)

Hera B = V_b x V0, _b= fo dr' r' Bz(r', z), 0 the azimuthal coordinate, B is the magnitude

of the magnetic field, r is the radial coordinate, s is the distance along a field line, a = 1 +

,tTr(Pa+ PII)/B 2, _ = V_b.(b.V)b/[V¢[ is the field line curvature, b = B/B unit vector along

/_1 are the perpendicular and parallel pressure, _--_¢( ) --- rC. V(
B, Pa and )/Iv_l_,

¢ = _. V_b/rnwithI_= icE × b/wB the perturbeddisplacementand E the perturbed

electricfieldm isthe azimuthalmode number,cothemode frequency,nj and rniarethe

(lensityand mass ofcomponentj,and Aj istheFLR termgivenby

mw D m 2 OB DLj qjB
Aj = - _ 2 2 B wcj = _ ,

njrn.iwc j DC (P<iB) + 2n_miw,j O_ D_ ' rn.ic

f , r., ,,_fd aP±j = m s day Fjv[/2 = -_ v Fj vI



with Fj the equilibrium distribution of species j and mi the mass of species j. For compact-

ness we write Aj in the schematic form

Aj = -_,j(i - 13j/2) - w_j/3j/2

mB DP±j If Fj is a Maxwellian at constant temperature then ¢o_j13j/2 =
where w,j - rtjmjwcJ D_2

co],jflj/2 with _j = 8zrPa.j/B 2.

In the Langrangian form given by Eq. (1) we have added a term that takes into account

particle end loss. This additional term has been derived in Ref. 13 and it is of form

£1oss-= -- dS n. b,Sjll¢ (2)
C

where 5"is the surface area of the wall material that intersects the magnetic field lines of the

plasma, n is the normal to the surface, b = B/B, and 6jNexp(-iwt + imO) is the perturbed

plasma end current density that flows between the plasma and the end-conducting walls.

For the Kunkel-Guillory sheath model 9

(3)
5Jll = e2ne vi 2v/-_ _c

where e is electron charge, vi = q2Ti/rni, n_ the electron density, e(¢) _ 1 where the limiter

intersects the plasma and e(¢) = 0 on field lines where there is no limiter. Using that

dS = 27rd¢/B, the loss term in the Lagrangian becomes

n V--dZ - (4)lim

where the summation is on limiters' positions. The Lagrangian form (1) can be viewed as

a global dispersion relation with £; = 0 and as a ,'ariational expression, where the Euler

equation is determined by 5£/5¢ = O.

Let us now estimate the order of magnitude of the Lagrangian terms in Eq. (1) for the
0 1 0 1

rn = 1 mode (we exclude the loss term in this estimate). Taking _ss "_ L' Od2 "" Br 2'
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n _ -£7' 6 ,._ nhlnc, TaTc - hot to background temperature ratio, ai - Larmor radius

of background ions, we then find that the estimated ratio for first four bracketed terms in

Eq. (1), i.e. the ratio of the bonding energy, to the curvature drive, to the plasma inertia, to

the FLR stabilization is respectively

1"#"¢1_2L2/v_"# L_ ,oa,(l+ 6Th/Tc),Ir2v_+ #2 L 2 _a_(l+  T2ITT)I"

To implement a self-consistent analysis we take an ordering where

r 4 7,2
,/32 << <<#<< << i.

L 2 a_(1 + 6T_/T:) La,(1 + 6T_/T_)'/2

Note that in this ordering the beta dependent FLR term is comparable or larger than the fre-

cluencv dependent FLR term. Observe that the bending energy dominates the Lagrangian.

This term is annihilated to an insignificant order ((9(/32)) by choosing ¢(_/,, s) to be indepen-

dent of s.

The next largest term is the one due to FLR, which is annihila_ted by choosing to leading

o_=ter ¢(¢) = rB/v_ = B_/2(s)¢ _/2 + O(_). However, in tiffs order we will also take

into account the changes in ¢ due to other terms in the Lagrangian. Hence, to obtain the

• appropriate Euler equation we take the variation with respect to ¢, with the constraint that

it, is independent of s, and find

_/)1/2 0¢ _ -t- 2J _ N'¢ 0¢ 2¢ ¢

CK_r z;o¢= 0. (5)

With @ a constant (¢ signifies the ¢ scale of the plasma),

H = f dsnj mj• B 2
1

= y_ f ds nj rnj A iB 2
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- f ds tc D(P.L + PH).AT-_ = _b B2 r D_b

N_= m,L_o(L/2)
Bo=(L/2)

e2_v, e(¢)Bo(L/2)
V--"

v'_ c2 T_ min

and we have assumed symmetry of all parameters about the midplane with limiters at

s = =i=L/2.

For ¢ < ¢o, e(¢) - 0, and to lowest order only the FLR term is present in Eq. (5). The

leading order solution, that is regular at the origin, is ¢ = ¢1/2. This solution is valid over

most of the plasma, but perhaps not near ¢ __ ¢0, where _ is becoming small. Now,

without approximation at this point, let us integrate Eq. (5) in the interval 0 < ¢ < ¢0, and

with ¢ = ,,/,1/2+ ¢1, we find

_r-_b2 00__(¢1)_ = _w2L ¢ dC' _b'1/2 0¢'A/'(¢')0---¢ _0 (_,,/_ +¢x)

0:2 1 ¢ ¢ ,_1_)+y fo+<_¢'z(¢')(_+ _,/¢"':)+ 7 ./o <_¢'¢':;_(_+ ,,/ /_. (6)

We have used that ¢1(0) = 0 as required for the regularity of the solution. Further note

that the right-hand side is insensitive to ¢1/¢ 1/2 if this quantity only competes with unity

riear the edge of the plasma. One can infer a-posteriori that this is indeed the case if AfA is

small near the edge. Thus in Eq. (6) we an neglect ¢1 on the right-hand side, and integrate

Eq. (6) to determine Cx(¢o). We find

(¢,) _1_ +0 [_ oN(C) __r_] (7):_'-A¢_0-__-_ I+=+o= 2/0 ¢d¢ 0¢

e+ fo +,._,_/2-- 7 __ d_' 0¢' (8)w0

In the scrape-off region we assume that the FLR term balances the loss term. However, we

also assume that the density drop-off in the loss region is rapid, and hence the eigenfunction
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q5= _b1/2 + _bx, does not change in the thin layer where the density is significant. Thereby,

keeping only the first and last terms of Eq. (5), and integrating from C = Co to arbitrarily

large C, we obtain assuming q_l vanishes at large C

J?with vA_b N'e(Co) = dCuN'e. Now combining Eqs. (7)-(9) produces the dispersion rela-
o

tion

_od_ C _ OH]OCJ+T_i_Co 2 + _ ¢2 dC'C' ,,,2_ ,,,xC./V',= 0 .
(_0)

To evaluate this dispersion explicitly, we model the parameters as follows. For C < _bo

let,

= J_o exp - p2

• (;--)-- --&o_'w-co h _ _-xp - 2 .froexp - ,

,,'bore co_r 2 ''gh,JV'0, 6, , ,u_p, are constants with their significane clear from previously de-

fined notation, and where we have emphasized the FLR dependence of the hot species and

suppressed the FLR dependence of the background species. We can then integrate Eq. (10),

using that A/'(Co)/N'(0) << 1, and find

(r 2+ _/2
_2+co2+2iwv, ao- . =0 (11)

6,_*w+ 62jh co*"exp(-Co/_)/2

,,,here u* = uAC/2_bo, ao = Co2 exp(--Co/_;)/_ 2 and

,* ,2 -- -No exp -- dC' exp -

• [_ dz exp(-z)
Jo _2+
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Note that if ¢o_'w_, w_"j_h exp - , then 61 = 6 and if Wh _h exp -- >> w_'w, then

62 = 6/2. Hence, a simple interpolation formula is obtained by choosing 61 = 6 and 62 = 6/2.

We can then rewrite our dispersion relation as

(_*_+_o_*'/_).(_'+r'/- _,,_[_'- 2oo_*_+r°]=o (_2/

wlmre /30= flh exp( V)o/_)/2, [,,2 = i_2 ,2- - ao/3O6Wh • Note that 2J?0is the beta value at the

edge of the species with the largest finite beta FLR contribution even when our profiles are

not the special choices we have taken. In particular, the flo term can be competitive with p2

term if a reasonable fraction of the hot particle pressure still persists near the limiter.

In the limit v, _ oo (dominating effect from end loss), we have the solution

w,,2 = a06_ ± [(a06_*) _- r"] '/_ (13)

Thus stability is achieved if

I,_ )_< (ao6w_' . (14)

However, at finite u, we find that instability persists. For example, if u, is large but finite,

,(o) with ,(o) given by Eq. (13) (the. upper sign isthe frequency is w_,2 _ _"_,2+ i Im w_,2, _q,2

associated with the 1-_node) and Im wl.2 given by

$2 2(_o_'+_o_/2) ,_o)_'1,2 ao
Im wl,2 = q- (15)

,, [(oo_)_-r°]''_
Note that if F_2 > 0, then w_°) and w_°} are the same sign and negative as 6w, < 0. In

this case the wl mode is unstable. If I''2 < 0, then the two modes are of opposite sign and

with co_o} > 0 and ¢o_°) < 0, and the modes with a finite frequency as u. ---, _ are stable.

However, if F'2 < 0 an additional unstable root still persists, with co --, 0 as u, + ce, we

filld

$2

_ ir _#oa_ /2 F '2 ., . (16)
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In this limit the frequency is purely imaginary, and unstable when [,2 > 0 and F '2 < 0, Thus

at finite u,, instability still persists if F 2 > 0, even if F '2 < 0.

In Fig. 2 we present a plot of Im w vs. u, for various values of/30 with 5_/F = 4,

with w_/F = 100. Note that the low frequency unstable mode when F '_ < 0 appears to

continuously link to the unstable modes when F '2 > 0.

,2 . ,2
For our specific example we assumed 5 >> w_/w_. Frequently we can also have wi /w h <<

,2 F a5 << _'*/_,*_. In this case Eq. (12)is altered by having Sw? --_ w'_ but 5/_ow h and

renlailling unchanged with the rest of the analysis unaltered.

In summary, we have analyzed the m - 1 stability of a plasma with strong FLR effects,

where the edge is terminated by a limiter that causcs scrape-off losses of the background

plasma. These losses cause the electric fields at the edge to short, and prevent a pure

displacement inode from arising, hence allowing for some FLR stabilization. However, the

electric field shorting is incomplete, and instability persists if the system is unstable to ideal

MHD theory. As the growth rate decreases appreciably with the limiter end loss the system

should be more amenable to feedback stabilization, compared to a system without the limiter

end-loss.
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Figure Captions

1. Schematic of open system for two-component plasma confinement. The limiters are

situated outside the region occupied by hot particles. This region is coverd by dots.

2. The growth rates Im w vs v, for ,Sw,/F = 4, W,h/F = 100 and various beta: 1, _o = 0;

2, _o = .01; 3,130 = 0.1.
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